Students, who because of scheduling conflicts cannot commit to the scheduled Studio Practice Hours for their Integrative Project course, may use this form to establish a contractual agreement with their faculty for Alternative Integrative Project Studio Practice Hours.

Alternative Integrative Project Studio Practice Hours

- represent six hours per week in the student’s IP studio,
- must be scheduled Monday through Thursday, and
- do not include the additional 9 – 12 hours per week outside of class expected for the Integrative Project course.

Please complete the information below and submit this form to your two Integrative Project faculty for approval.

Name _________________________________________   UM ID# ________________

Email ________________________   IP section #_____     Fall ___ Winter ___ 200 ___

Faculty: _______________________________   _______________________________

My Alternative Integrative Project Studio Practice Hours for six hours per week will be:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Faculty Approval:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________